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In the upcoming general election, it's in the interests of the working class to get a Labour government. The

Tories remaining in office — by themselves, in coalition with the Lib Dems or, worst of all, in coalition with UKIP
—would be a disaster for us. The current government has ruled openly in the interests of the rich, on every
issue from the NHS to trade union rights, from jobs and wages to housing. It has worked to divide us by bullying
migrants and benefit claimants, as if they are responsible for cuts, unemployment and falling wages.

“Austerity”means making the majority —workers, the poor, pensioners, students — pay to make the rich
richer. If the Tories win, they will go further, dismantling the NHS and virtually banning strikes, for instance.

The problem is that Labour's policies do not serve working-class interests either. In some respects, Labour is
offering a softer version of the same thing. The Tories know whose side they are on: why doesn't Labour?

We need a working-class voice
It would be good if there was a strong network of socialist candidates, helping express and champion workers'
interests, and pressuring the Labour leadership from the left as UKIP pressures the Tories from the right. Since
that network doesn't yet exist, we have organised the Socialist Campaign for a Labour Victory to begin raising a
working-class and socialist voice in the election.

Labour remains supported, funded and linked to workers' basic organisations, the trade unions. In the election,

the unions will back Labour and the vast majority of politically active trade unionists will do the same — along
with millions of other workers. 

Throw out the Tories, 
fight for our demands

@SCLV_UK fb.com/SocialistCampaignLabourVictory

• Reverse cuts. Restore the NHS
• Tax the rich, take the banks into public ownership and control
•Make trade unions fight — and hold Labour to account



If you agree, what can you do?

• Help us with street stalls, leafleting and other public activity.
• Get materials to distribute to people you know, at work, at college, on your street, etc.
• Invite a speaker to your union branch, Labour Party or other organisation.
• Pass a motion to support the campaign.
• Follow us on social media.

Fight for socialism
Groups like UKIP have shifted the political debate by effectively promoting a narrative which says social
problems are about immigration, benefit claimants, etc. They have appealed to people because they have a

clear, strong vision — a nasty, vicious one which divides working-class people and serves the interests of the
rich. We can only counter this if we have a strong vision too.

Even when we're fighting small or defensive struggles, we will be stronger if we're inspired by ideas and visions
of how the world could be different.

The SCLV stands for a government which serves our class as the current government serves the bosses,
carrying out policies like taxing the rich and taking public ownership and control of the banks. We stand for a
society where the crises, exploitation and inequality of capitalism are replaced by collective ownership and

sustainable planing for people's needs —socialism.

By throwing out the Tories, changing our labour movement so it fights for us effectively, and spreading
socialist ideas we can begin to turn the tide in our favour.
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We need to demand our unions stop accepting the Labour Party as it is and start fighting for policies that will

benefit the working class — like taxing the rich so we can stop and reverse cuts, reduce inequality, create
jobs for all, rebuild the NHS and so on.

The unions still have a big say in Labour. If they chose to use it, they could shift Labour's course. Many in our

campaign are trade union members campaigning in their unions for this — as part of transforming them more
generally so they are fit to fight.

If the working class fights, we can win. In Greece, a huge wave of protests and strikes and a successful fight to

elect left MPs pledged to reverse cuts has made the defeat of “austerity” a real possibility. We are further
back, but we should take inspiration and believe we can win.

READ OUR BLOG:
socialistcampaignforalabourvictory.
wordpress.com
EMAIL US:
socialistcampaign@gmail.com

Get involved!


